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MIDDLE SCHOOL

Personal Project
The Middle School personal project culminated on the 1st of February,2019 at
the Asian School of Business, with the grade 8 students displaying their
projects to Parents,Guests & Staff members. The projects ranged from live
cooking to animated games to tribal folk songs. The students had started
working on their projects, early in April, which gave them enough time to
explore and identify the skill they wanted to choose to develop and improve
on. The occasion was graced by Ms Sapnu George, our Executive Director
and Mr G Vijayaraghavan, our Honorary Director. The projects had been
graded by subject experts during the initial presentation in School and the
projects with high scores were presented on stage on culmination day.

Humanities
Day
The students of Middle School put up an
incredibly fascinating presentation on the
areas of human cultures and traditions,
covering areas ranging from history to
geography to economics. Students even
managed to cover art and clothing, capturing
the daily lives of people from various
backgrounds over large periods of time.

MATH DAY
Math is not something that you learn, but its
something that is applied, and the students
did exactly the latter on the math day,
exhibiting various applied mathematical cases
in all fields ranging from sciences to human
sciences. Students from the PYP all the way up
to Middle School participated and the results
were splendid.

PYP LEADERSHIP
CAMP
The students of PYP enjoyed a few days of
immensely adventurous and daring activities
as part of the PYP camp. They were engaged
round the clock sleeping outdoors in tents,
and during the day were involved in various
sports climbing ropes and pushing through
rivers. The pyp camp was the perfect gift to all
the kids who love playing in the outdoors,
teaching them something far beyond anything
that could be taught in a classroom.

Math Day
RIYA MEHER won the best performer
award for the International Space
Science Essay Competition 2019,
conducted by Go4Guru through the
Hindu Educational Series

ANUGRAHA JOHN achieved merit in
UWLQ Level 3 Ceritficate in Graded
Examination in Music Performance –
Piano – Grade 6

PRINCE won the gold medal in the
National Open Karate Championship
2019 Karaikal in the color bel event,
Kumite, category 10 – 12 years.

